BUILDING YOUR HEALTHY
BUSINESS
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You Hung Out Your Shingle.
Now where are the clients???
5+ no-cost tips to help your clients find you
You are passionate about sharing your knowledge and
skills with the world.
You KNOW you can help others.
You decide opening your own business instead of
affiliating with an established company or franchise – is
the best option for you to maintain control of your talents
and income.

You Define Wellness! was created based on the
needs, wants and desires of the two most important
components in health care: the people receiving the
care, and the people giving the care.
Utilizing our proprietary network of providers, we
bring together wellness education topics created by
the experts, plus access to self-care services that the
employee selects to attain and maintain their
definition of optimum wellness.
If you are interested in learning more about
integrating You Define Wellness! into your company,
or joining us as an independent wellness provider,
visit our website at www.YouDefineWellness.com.

With great excitement, and a little fear, you print up
business cards, set up a website, and announce your new
adventure on social media.
In effect, you hung out your shingle and – on opening day
– flew open the proverbial door to welcome the masses, all
the people you’re going to help…
… and no one is there.
You may be thinking, “Where are my clients?”
Here’s the good news: you’re not the only one who has
experienced this feeling of defeat.
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Over the last decade, I have met with literally hundreds of wellness professionals from
optometrists to chiropractors to health coaches, and every time I describe the scenario
above, I’m greeted with frustrated head nodding in agreement.
Perhaps this is the reason why so many ads are on social media attracting the money of the
despondent with headlines promising systems to gain clients and earn amazing wealth.
And yes, most of them will work IF you follow precisely their methods… and continue to
follow it for the long-term.
Think of it this way, any system is no different than the national weight loss advertisers;
sure, you’ll lose weight eating their food – ahem, I have personal experience with this - but
if you don’t learn the basics to change your habits, the problem (weight) will come back. If
you are a wellness professional, you KNOW this!
Okay, I kind of digressed there, but I’m making a point: in order to create change in
yourself, you MUST change what you do and create new, consistent habits in how you
present yourself to the world.
Did you notice I said habits and intentionally used it as a plural?
Marketing - especially for start-ups - is not a process of doing ONE thing, it’s multiple
activities. When it comes to getting your new business visibility, it’s all about layering and
usually in the most cost effective manner that you can find! It’s trying various things out,
finding what works, and developing systems that you can repeat time after time.
Before I jump into a list of ideas and activities that you can implement starting today, let’s
talk for a moment about that dreaded 5-letter word…

S-A-L-E-S
Did you just cringe? If you did, you are in good company. Most
independent practitioners I’ve met are passionate about what they do,
but hate sales and marketing.
There are incredibly talented professionals who you can hire to take
over those functions, but many independent start-ups simply don’t have
the cash to hire outside help. When you’re a start-up, it’s up to
you to sell YOU so accept this and find what works for you.
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So here’s a list – with no investment involved – of things you can do to get clients lining up
at your door:
1. FIND - AND HIRE - A REALLY GOOD COACH / ACCOUNTABILITY PARTNER
Hold on… didn’t I just say ‘with no investment involved’? I’m willing to bet that someone
you know, or someone your network knows, has just launched their own business
coaching or marketing practice and needs testimonials! Strike a deal and trade for
services and testimonials. ‘Hiring’ doesn’t always mean laying out money.
2. KNOW THE TARGET AUDIENCE FOR YOUR SERVICE!
This sounds simple enough, yet too often when I ask ‘who is your
target client?’, the response is, “anyone who fogs a mirror.” While
this may be true, you must zero in to specifics or you’re going to
miss your mark.
• Describe your ideal client: gender, age, issue/condition,
where do they live/work? If it is a business, what industry
are they in, how many employees do they have, are they
established or new? You get the idea.
WHO IS YOUR IDEAL CLIENT?
Gender
Age
Issue / Condition (why they would want
to come see you)
What industry do they work?
If a business owner, how many
employees do they have?
Is this a new or established business?

• You may create more than one ideal client profile especially if you offer more than
one thing! In my business, I have both a primary target audience AND a secondary
audience. My primary focus is working with business owners and human resource
managers; my secondary audience, yet equally essential to my business, is health
and wellness providers.
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3. FIND THE DECISION INFLUENCERS AND PARTNER WITH THEM
Who are the people your target audience might see or work with BEFORE they come to
you? Someone recently gave me the example of a wedding florist; prior to meeting with
the florist, the engaged couple will have met with a jeweler, wedding planner, church,
reception hall, etc. and all of these other industries have the potential to influence your
target audience and become a power partner with you.
In my world of specialty employee benefits, my clients likely have frequent contact with
their accountant, payroll company, and employee benefits insurance agent. On a
personal level, they likely have wellness caregivers too: chiropractor, acupuncturist,
personal trainer, etc. All of these are influencers on the decisions my target audience
makes, and finding the right ones to partner with for referrals makes good business
sense.
Here are a couple of examples of this concept working…
• In the late 1990’s, I was selling employee benefit programs and had a client who
grilled me so much on Internal Revenue Code Section 125 (cafeteria plans) that I
became somewhat of an expert on them. Why? You would think the client’s CPA
would be knowledgeable about all parts of the tax code – particularly those sections
pertaining to their business clients – but I discovered many of them didn’t
understand cafeteria plans. So, I started partnering with them as a resource for I.R.C
Section 125 and eventually some of them referred their other accounting clients to
me.
• When I later moved on to exclusively selling AFLAC supplemental insurance, I
partnered with dozens of employee benefit agents who didn’t have the time or
energy to sell AFLAC… but they knew if they didn’t offer it to their clients, and with
so many AFLAC sales reps on the street, someone else would get the business. I
developed trust with them that I would honor their position with their clients and
became their go-to person. They especially liked it when I uncovered other
opportunities for them as well.
Who are your potential partners? As an example, if you are a chiropractor, you can
partner with a massage therapist, nutritionist, and other specialists your patients will
need. If you don’t know who to partner with, ask your friends and patients for referrals
to their other healers.
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SUCCESS TIP: No reputable potential partner will start sending you
referrals without first building trust with you. GIVE AWAY A SAMPLE OF
WHAT YOU DO! If you are a coach, offer to take them through your process.
If you are a massage therapist, schedule them for a free 60-minute massage.
WHO ARE YOUR DECISION INFLUENCERS AND POTENTIAL POWER PARTNERS?

INDUSTRY

NAME

CONTACT INFO

WHO DO YOU KNOW
THAT CAN INTRODUCE
YOU (see #4)?

4. USE SOCIAL MEDIA (it’s free!) TO BUILD YOUR VISIBILITY!
Social media isn’t my favorite thing, but it’s out there and people are using it. The secret
is knowing who you are looking to attract and how to approach them. I know there are
many social media platforms, but I don’t use them all. Here are the five I use along
with ideas to consider:
• Alignable (www.alignable.com) – I know this is the new-kid-on-the-block and
many don’t want another social media platform, but I get requests on Alignable all
the time to connect with other business owners either in my area or industry. Why
are they connecting? Because these are people who are trying to grow their
business too!!! Don’t underestimate this media. Search for professions that can be a
source of cross-referring, introduce yourself, and suggest meeting to see if you can
be potential power partners.
• Facebook (www.facebook.com) – I love Facebook; my husband hates it. I love
staying in touch with old friends and it is the BEST platform for me to connect
with my secondary target audience - wellness professionals - so I use it all the
time. It is, however, the WORST place for me to connect with my primary target
audience… business owners and human resource managers. Simply ask your
friends for an introduction to an influencer… just be specific about the type of
person you’re looking for.
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• LinkedIn (www.LinkedIn.com) – For years I’ve had a LinkedIn account and have
built up a fairly extensive list of connections, and I’ll admit I really don’t know
most of the people but that doesn’t mean I can’t reach out to them or through a
mutual connection!
One of the greatest benefits of LinkedIn is that so many professionals have a profile!
Just put your key words of what you’re looking for (industry, city/state) and send a
request to connect. When they do, send a message that says something like this:
“Thank you for connecting with me. I am interested in learning more about your business,
can we find time to talk? Please note that this would not be a sales call for either of us,
simply each of us taking 10-15 minutes to share what we do to see if we can help each other.”

• NextDoor (www.nextdoor.com) – Seriously? NextDoor.com? YES! No matter what
you are selling or promoting, you probably want client who are nearby, right? So
do your power partners!! Post a note that you’ve set up a new business and are
looking for other businesses to partner with for cross referrals. Someone will
respond with suggestions!
NextDoor.com is also a great way to share your expertise, let your community know
you’re in the area (just introduce yourself), and respond when people are looking for
recommendations for help… especially when you can refer a power partner!
Warning… stay away from being too salesy; it will irritate the neighbors!
• Twitter (www.Twitter.com) - I hesitate to add this one to the list as it is my least
favorite, but it’s here for one reason: I have found power partners on Twitter.
Simply search for key words such as “holistic wellness”+ your market area and
you’ll be surprised at what comes up.
5. GET VISIBLE!
If people don’t know you, how can you possibly expect them to do business with you?
You must maximize your visibility, and remember it’s all about creating layers with
your efforts!
• WRITE! Create a dynamite message and promote it everywhere!
The #1 response I hear is, “I don’t know what to say.” That was me too, until I realized
I could put in writing what it is I preach about all the time! Share your passion!
What you write about doesn’t even have to be high level information or even long;
at this moment I’m writing about getting visibility and you’re reading it. Get the
idea?
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Once you’ve written something, then what?
Transform it for multiple social media platforms!
Let’s look at an example of an article
I recently wrote for LinkedIn.
This article was me getting on my
soapbox about a subject I’m
passionate about… that workplace
wellness doesn’t have to be
complicated.
One of the nice things about
LinkedIn is that I can link my
Twitter and Facebook pages to it
and it will automatically post for
me!
SUCCESS TIP: Although LinkedIn will post on Twitter
for you, it may not come out looking as you wish. I
prefer self-posting.

But I didn’t stop there!
I also posted it on a LinkedIn group that
is active with my target market!
All total - in the first six days after
publishing the article - I had 550 readers
and a dozen who shared it! This may not
seem like a lot, but it’s a great start!
SUCCESS TIP: One of the benefits of posting your article in a LinkedIn
group is you can see who likes and shares your article! Imagine clicking each
name and seeing if they are in your geographic or service area; if they are,
Connect and send them an invitation to get to know each other!
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I knew there was more I could do with this article! I’ve
been wanting to offer a freebie on my website - as a way to
collect email addresses for my target audience, and what
better audience is there than one that wants to hear what you have
to say? I decided to offer a professional looking version of
the article as a free ‘white paper’ on my website. I knew my
website was receiving about 1,500 hits a month, but without
being able to capture information on who was visiting my
website, it was a lot of visibility with no return.
SUCCESS TIP: Many word processing programs today can
help you look more professional, and many tools are available
on the internet. I found www.slideshare.net/RogerParker/
white-paper-design-that-sells to be a terrific learning tool to
create the document at right in no time at all!

Layering, it’s all about layering…
using one thing multiple ways.
What more can I do with this but have not… yet?
• I can promote the article on Facebook Live. I’m starting to get comfortable with
Facebook Live and in just a couple of minutes I can share highlights about the
article directing viewers - potentially my target audience - to my website.
• I can promote it on Alignable and NextDoor.
• I can contact those who ‘liked’ it on LinkedIn and invite them to an upcoming
event I’m hosting.
• I can use it as an introduction to get speaking engagements.
SUCCESS TIP: There is a difference between created and curated material. Curated
material has been written by someone else and you’re sharing it. This does not build
YOUR credibility as an expert in anything other than sharing the experts material.
You have unique talents, experience, and knowledge to share… and people are
waiting to hear from you! Focus on created material, not curated!
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• GET OUT THERE!
Nothing will happen in your business if you don’t get out the
front door! If you need help, pick up a copy of Jean MacDonald’s
book. It’s packed with more great ideas!
Independent, passionate business owners - like you - flock to
networking meetings, particularly the free ones. If this is your
target market, then GO! Take advantage of every opportunity to
refine your 30-second commercial and observe what words you
use that seem to grab attention… and then use them all the time!
I’m going to share with you a little secret about networking meetings:
If you do not learn how to maximize your investment of time,
then you’ve just wasted an opportunity for greater success!
SUCCESS TIPS: When networking, there are Do’s and Don’ts to follow…
DO promote the event you’re attending!!! Huh?
Those who sponsor or manage networking groups,
and their speakers, can be incredible decision
influencers and power partners for you! Share their
events on your social media pages along with a
personal note of encouragement to attend and I
promise you will get their attention!
DON’T focus on you. I like to say God gave you two
ears and one mouth, listen twice as much as you talk!
DO offer to help when you find a group you enjoy.
It may look easy managing a networking group when
you’re simply attending, but it’s not. I know it is
time-consuming to plan and host events. Plus it’s the
easiest way to get known!
DON’T collect business cards and immediately add
them to your e-newsletter lists! No one likes this.
DO send a personal email to each person you met at the meeting that could be in
your target audience or the potential to be a decision influencer / power partner
with an invitation to G-E-N-U-I-N-E-L-Y get to know each other. Notice the
emphasis on genuinely… don’t be salesy!
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There are dozens of creative ways to build up your business that we haven’t even touched
on, but too much can be difficult to digest.
I have to ask, did you learn anything new? What are you going to commit to? What
resources do you need? (Hint: whatever you need, put the request out on social media and
someone will come to your aid).
Getting business visibility - particularly when you are a start-up - doesn’t have to be
expensive, but it does take an investment of commitment, time, and ingenuity.
Focus on layering all that you do so one well designed and thought out activity has
multiple uses and exposure.
Find and build relationships with decision influencers and power partners…
and ALWAYS give more than you receive.
And, when one of these ideas has worked for you, please share it with me. Your success is
my goal.

Contact the author:
Denise O’Malley
303-257-1916 (mobile)
denise@YouDefineWellness.com
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